
Note: These are not minutes. What follows is the output of automated 

transcription from an audio/video recording from Zoom. Although the 

transcription is fairly accurate, in some cases it is incomplete or 

inaccurate due to inaudible passages or transcription errors, and in some 

cases, words spoken by one participant may be inaccurately attributed to 

another. It is posted as an aid to understanding the proceedings at the 

meeting, but should not be treated as an authoritative record.  If you 

should need clarification on something said and cannot hear it, please 

contact the village clerk. 

 

1 

00:00:20.400 --> 00:00:22.290 

Village of Parish: When we would be. 

 

2 

00:00:23.910 --> 00:00:26.880 

Village of Parish: pretty good I was happy to be here. 

 

3 

00:00:30.090 --> 00:00:36.420 

Village of Parish: sharing with you know be free, for me, girls, the 

tokens yeah yeah so. 

 

4 

00:00:37.530 --> 00:00:38.730 

Village of Parish: Remember isn't. 

 

5 

00:00:39.840 --> 00:00:41.520 

Village of Parish: He he's over there, right now. 

 

6 

00:00:43.920 --> 00:00:45.720 

Village of Parish: lighter lighter every time. 

 

7 

00:00:49.080 --> 00:00:52.350 

Village of Parish: sitting around warm and six weeks. 

 

8 

00:00:54.210 --> 00:00:55.290 

Village of Parish: is no good. 

 

9 

00:01:19.500 --> 00:01:21.240 

Village of Parish: Oh yes, yes. 

 

10 

00:01:32.160 --> 00:01:32.580 

station. 

 

11 

00:02:07.080 --> 00:02:07.500 

Village of Parish: Meeting. 



 

12 

00:02:51.360 --> 00:02:51.960 

Village of Parish: For my own. 

 

13 

00:02:55.170 --> 00:02:58.020 

Village of Parish: Right, I just want the urgent care after that. 

 

14 

00:03:07.320 --> 00:03:07.920 

Village of Parish: disability. 

 

15 

00:03:09.810 --> 00:03:14.670 

Village of Parish: Disability because I went there for my guys, it was 

funny. 

 

16 

00:03:16.140 --> 00:03:18.810 

Village of Parish: All right, you know you gotta stop smoking. 

 

17 

00:03:20.610 --> 00:03:21.210 

Village of Parish: don't smoke. 

 

18 

00:03:22.470 --> 00:03:26.400 

Village of Parish: I said, well, let me see i'm 40 years old 40 years 

ago. 

 

19 

00:03:28.590 --> 00:03:29.640 

Village of Parish: You know you got a problem. 

 

20 

00:03:33.180 --> 00:03:33.960 

Village of Parish: Yes, I know. 

 

21 

00:03:35.220 --> 00:03:36.960 

Village of Parish: So I got I got lifetime. 

 

22 

00:03:38.460 --> 00:03:45.480 

Village of Parish: Since I got out of the boundaries, you know one.one.to 

kind of yelled at one of the nurses first grew up. 

 

23 

00:03:47.580 --> 00:04:03.660 

Village of Parish: In here and apologize to her at in front of me 

apologize tour that we did not make a mistake, he says he says, I didn't 

realize that he said i've never seen one lighten up like that he wants us 

to get dark they never change right minded. 



 

24 

00:04:11.310 --> 00:04:11.520 

Village of Parish: As. 

 

25 

00:04:13.230 --> 00:04:17.610 

Village of Parish: It could be but they don't know what they don't know 

why right so. 

 

26 

00:04:19.860 --> 00:04:20.310 

Village of Parish: Here we go. 

 

27 

00:04:27.750 --> 00:04:36.960 

Village of Parish: The United States of America and to the Republic for 

which it stands one nation under God indivisible with liberty and justice 

for all. 

 

28 

00:05:31.950 --> 00:05:32.760 

Village of Parish: medications. 

 

29 

00:05:37.860 --> 00:05:40.650 

Village of Parish: For safe online shopping with that would be valuable. 

 

30 

00:05:42.810 --> 00:05:43.860 

Village of Parish: Policies for. 

 

31 

00:05:46.050 --> 00:05:50.820 

Village of Parish: manual fraudulent shopping sites have jumped over 5000 

new ones. 

 

32 

00:05:50.910 --> 00:05:51.660 

Ken Scherrieble: Each week. 

 

33 

00:05:51.900 --> 00:06:01.350 

Village of Parish: The convenience of one click ordering the next day 

delivery is hard to resist that are my shopping list and just convenient 

for us it's lucrative business from the cyber criminals. 

 

34 

00:06:02.670 --> 00:06:03.630 

Village of Parish: Best practices. 

 

35 

00:06:05.940 --> 00:06:07.080 

Village of Parish: I thought it was worthwhile. 



 

36 

00:06:20.520 --> 00:06:25.470 

Village of Parish: paper that we paid our meal for Christmas decorations 

hung up. 

 

37 

00:06:27.450 --> 00:06:36.630 

Village of Parish: williamstown highway department and I said offer Thank 

you note to them, and I think you did something copy don't copy. 

 

38 

00:06:39.060 --> 00:06:40.830 

Village of Parish: We appreciate their services that. 

 

39 

00:06:41.880 --> 00:06:42.330 

Village of Parish: Randy. 

 

40 

00:06:43.800 --> 00:06:45.930 

Village of Parish: assisting them as well, yes. 

 

41 

00:06:46.950 --> 00:06:49.530 

Village of Parish: they're going to do the Christmas ornaments. 

 

42 

00:06:51.660 --> 00:06:53.070 

Village of Parish: On the 31st. 

 

43 

00:06:54.180 --> 00:07:05.310 

Village of Parish: Because they don't know about this guy coming in yeah 

Okay, and then, after that, then after that we're going to wake up put up 

barriers down until right around. 

 

44 

00:07:06.420 --> 00:07:10.950 

Village of Parish: February or March, hopefully, I got to know them so 

we'll take those down to the moon. 

 

45 

00:07:15.330 --> 00:07:18.930 

Village of Parish: Are the new ones are going to be a couple of going to 

say, welcome to perish. 

 

46 

00:07:20.460 --> 00:07:25.560 

Village of Parish: And then you're going to be someone could be flagged 

so we're going to have that. 

 

47 

00:07:27.030 --> 00:07:32.250 



Village of Parish: Welcome veterans home, you know I go go and see and 

see what he has in stock. 

 

48 

00:07:33.990 --> 00:07:40.860 

Village of Parish: Thank you appreciate that, and there has been some new 

purchases made for those that are aware that. 

 

49 

00:07:42.210 --> 00:07:45.660 

Village of Parish: Things are happening in terms of her St Paul 

decorations. 

 

50 

00:07:48.060 --> 00:07:48.540 

Village of Parish: vector. 

 

51 

00:07:49.830 --> 00:07:55.890 

Village of Parish: Car carps that they that they will help okay so 

anyway, it was making a donation they had to get Ahold car. 

 

52 

00:07:57.960 --> 00:08:00.390 

Village of Parish: Because legally, we cannot accept right. 

 

53 

00:08:02.550 --> 00:08:04.590 

Village of Parish: But they came and then they can give it. 

 

54 

00:08:07.980 --> 00:08:11.130 

Village of Parish: All right, also received a notice from Williamson law. 

 

55 

00:08:12.360 --> 00:08:20.880 

Village of Parish: 15% increase in 2022 23 and support so that's 

something that we need to keep in mind. 

 

56 

00:08:22.680 --> 00:08:31.740 

Village of Parish: For cloud hosting option for this value last year 

customers moving their programs to cloud while working from home, so the. 

 

57 

00:08:34.410 --> 00:08:34.770 

Village of Parish: Extra. 

 

58 

00:08:38.160 --> 00:08:40.680 

Village of Parish: computing which is beyond. 

 

59 

00:08:52.590 --> 00:08:55.740 



Village of Parish: Statutory installment bonds do. 

 

60 

00:09:00.300 --> 00:09:18.000 

Village of Parish: Principles zero and the interest 1550 858 from the 

Bank, and this will be completed in 2024 that was how long how many years 

to work right and how many how long has it been that kind of be like 20 

years. 

 

61 

00:09:19.050 --> 00:09:21.270 

Village of Parish: 20 years it's was a 15 year old boy. 

 

62 

00:09:23.160 --> 00:09:24.780 

Village of Parish: i'd have to back let's see my. 

 

63 

00:09:26.100 --> 00:09:31.230 

Village of Parish: own, it must be around whole nine so yeah it's always 

must come through on nine. 

 

64 

00:09:34.800 --> 00:09:36.420 

Village of Parish: ish just beat Oregon. 

 

65 

00:09:42.420 --> 00:09:47.040 

Village of Parish: Their cancellation we're doing board meeting there 

were only three their. 

 

66 

00:09:48.090 --> 00:09:48.990 

Village of Parish: Supervisors. 

 

67 

00:10:18.270 --> 00:10:19.380 

Village of Parish: is on the screen here. 

 

68 

00:10:21.300 --> 00:10:22.680 

Village of Parish: Again Harris. 

 

69 

00:10:23.040 --> 00:10:23.580 

Ken Scherrieble: A couple. 

 

70 

00:10:24.750 --> 00:10:27.390 

Ken Scherrieble: times here too, oh good. 

 

71 

00:10:34.440 --> 00:10:35.970 

Ken Scherrieble: We got a lot of work to do. 



 

72 

00:10:40.080 --> 00:10:40.650 

Ken Scherrieble: So. 

 

73 

00:10:41.850 --> 00:10:53.670 

Ken Scherrieble: One of the correspondence I don't know if you've passed 

that out yet what's from the Dec they did an inspection and an inspection 

report and then we got. 

 

74 

00:10:55.560 --> 00:10:59.910 

Ken Scherrieble: notice that they're going to take us with a consent 

order. 

 

75 

00:11:01.500 --> 00:11:15.780 

Ken Scherrieble: They have to have their legal department put all that, 

together, and we had a meeting regarding the timing of the consent order 

at try to get that memorialized what what a consent order does just so 

you understand is that it. 

 

76 

00:11:17.040 --> 00:11:17.730 

Ken Scherrieble: It kind of. 

 

77 

00:11:18.780 --> 00:11:30.180 

Ken Scherrieble: A it helps us get money which is one of the problems 

we've had for the longest time because we haven't had a consent order, be 

it sets out of time table to kind of do everything and D, it helps us. 

 

78 

00:11:31.560 --> 00:11:45.090 

Ken Scherrieble: With all of the engineering and putting us up higher on 

the state's radar and then the federal government's radar to to get us 

that funding and then it actually it's an odd thing it's called the 

consent order but it actually protects us. 

 

79 

00:11:46.260 --> 00:11:59.430 

Ken Scherrieble: From the potential of suits from others, rather than the 

EPA, but from suits from common folks fishermen, whatever that that say 

we're polluting the waterway. 

 

80 

00:12:00.420 --> 00:12:15.900 

Ken Scherrieble: And then gives us time to fix everything, so this on 

negotiations, there will be i'm sure some kind of fine, however, will i'm 

sure the fine a very large portion of the fine will be. 

 

81 

00:12:18.630 --> 00:12:25.530 



Ken Scherrieble: A investment in the plant so let's just pick a number 

for for the sake of argument let's say okay you've got a $50,000 fine. 

 

82 

00:12:26.700 --> 00:12:38.610 

Ken Scherrieble: But we're going to make you put $48,000 into your plan 

and you'll send us a check for $2,000 something like that, so that all 

becomes part of the order and. 

 

83 

00:12:39.420 --> 00:12:48.960 

Ken Scherrieble: Then it allows us to start going after funding we get we 

get better points by having a consent order crazy system but it's the 

system we have. 

 

84 

00:12:50.730 --> 00:12:57.240 

Ken Scherrieble: And then we've got we've got a bunch of short term work, 

we have to do as you know, Neil on that that tank and we're going to 

present a plan. 

 

85 

00:12:58.290 --> 00:13:17.370 

Ken Scherrieble: And again, the reason that we kind of didn't do all of 

this was because, by presenting this plan and putting all the plan 

together we'll be able to send this part of the consent order will be 

able to seek funding for the short term plan need. 

 

86 

00:13:18.120 --> 00:13:20.430 

Ken Scherrieble: The short term plan so even though we're going to have 

to spend money. 

 

87 

00:13:20.790 --> 00:13:24.240 

Ken Scherrieble: We may be able to get reimbursed for that money because, 

as part of the consent water. 

 

88 

00:13:25.860 --> 00:13:36.090 

Ken Scherrieble: So it's just a bizarro system it's the system we have it 

makes me nuts, but it is we are where we are and we know we got to play 

by their rules and. 

 

89 

00:13:37.350 --> 00:13:47.460 

Ken Scherrieble: and, hopefully, in the in you know, two to three years 

will will first do the short term stuff over the next you know, probably 

six months and then in the next three years or so Ian. 

 

90 

00:13:47.970 --> 00:13:54.570 



Ken Scherrieble: was able to get us the planning grant, which is good and 

part of that probably came or the fact that we had a notice of violation 

letter. 

 

91 

00:13:55.020 --> 00:14:07.980 

Ken Scherrieble: So we finally get some more points for that now we've 

got the consent order that'll stick at us more points to go after the 

bigger funding so hopefully in three to five years will actually have a 

new facility with some some grant dollars to help us and. 

 

92 

00:14:09.270 --> 00:14:11.250 

Ken Scherrieble: Then i'll be able to breathe a sigh of relief. 

 

93 

00:14:13.260 --> 00:14:17.370 

Village of Parish: Well, he said he's gonna try to keep her find to a 

minimum, so what is the average. 

 

94 

00:14:18.330 --> 00:14:19.320 

Time so. 

 

95 

00:14:20.400 --> 00:14:31.920 

Ken Scherrieble: I would not be surprised to see a $25,000 fine with say 

10% of that in a in a payment to the Dec and the rest of it put towards 

your facility. 

 

96 

00:14:32.940 --> 00:14:36.000 

Ken Scherrieble: I would, I would imagine, I wouldn't be surprised to see 

something like that. 

 

97 

00:14:36.900 --> 00:14:39.690 

Village of Parish: Go on the South team, we got that. 

 

98 

00:14:41.280 --> 00:14:42.300 

Village of Parish: I heard you have problems. 

 

99 

00:14:44.460 --> 00:14:45.450 

Village of Parish: And you pulled it out. 

 

100 

00:14:47.490 --> 00:14:47.760 

Ken Scherrieble: You. 

 

101 

00:14:48.540 --> 00:14:49.140 

Ken Scherrieble: address that. 



 

102 

00:14:49.620 --> 00:15:04.290 

Tom B: Oh no it didn't didn't have any problems with it it's the shaft 

was broken, so we had to pull it out, so that we could get you know, an 

idea of what it's going to take to replace it build a new one, I mean the 

motor was shot shot shot. 

 

103 

00:15:05.070 --> 00:15:11.490 

Tom B: It was off its thing in the bottom so it's at the contractors 

right now they're looking at it. 

 

104 

00:15:12.300 --> 00:15:12.690 

Okay. 

 

105 

00:15:13.710 --> 00:15:15.240 

Village of Parish: I know that's gonna cost is quite a bit. 

 

106 

00:15:16.410 --> 00:15:16.860 

Tom B: quick. 

 

107 

00:15:16.920 --> 00:15:17.220 

Yes. 

 

108 

00:15:19.170 --> 00:15:28.470 

Tom B: Just to make sure that everybody realizes that any improvements 

that we do or try to do to the plant will have to be tied into the long 

term, I mean we just. 

 

109 

00:15:29.160 --> 00:15:33.510 

Tom B: throw money into getting this because, because otherwise we're 

just throwing money away so. 

 

110 

00:15:33.960 --> 00:15:52.500 

Tom B: i'll be meeting with the engineer on Tuesday and we'll be going 

over some of the things that we need to get set up so that we can do some 

of these short term fixes to get the plant up to snuff as much as we can 

and that'll all be tied into the long term fixes. 

 

111 

00:15:56.010 --> 00:15:59.370 

Ken Scherrieble: yeah we don't want to make a short term fix that spends 

a lot of money and. 

 

112 

00:15:59.400 --> 00:16:03.750 



Ken Scherrieble: Then doesn't do anything to go towards long term fix 

because that we don't want to waste that money. 

 

113 

00:16:04.620 --> 00:16:16.470 

Ken Scherrieble: And the Dec understands that, and you know they made it 

very clear on the call that we don't want you wasting money we want to a 

good plan that does a short term fix that ties into the long term right. 

 

114 

00:16:16.800 --> 00:16:17.640 

Village of Parish: That sounds good, I. 

 

115 

00:16:19.050 --> 00:16:28.290 

Village of Parish: mean are we able to tie this might spend this arm into 

this hospital I am from a mental game, as long as we're right in the plan 

or wherever. 

 

116 

00:16:29.160 --> 00:16:29.490 

Tom B: yeah. 

 

117 

00:16:30.060 --> 00:16:48.900 

Tom B: From the plan right it's a possibility that, if this fixing that 

arm is going to be beneficial to the long term that's to me and other 

projects that we've done we've been able to go back get that funding for 

that we've spent renewed I mean reimbursed. 

 

118 

00:16:50.220 --> 00:16:50.520 

Village of Parish: alright. 

 

119 

00:16:56.130 --> 00:16:58.620 

Village of Parish: guys have a time frame on one they're gonna have that 

arm off. 

 

120 

00:16:59.790 --> 00:17:01.590 

Village of Parish: off the back to you. 

 

121 

00:17:03.360 --> 00:17:10.500 

Tom B: know I don't I don't have a time frame on that might my 

concentration right now is to make sure that we're meeting permit with 

the plant that's running right now. 

 

122 

00:17:11.880 --> 00:17:27.720 

Tom B: They have the like I said, they have the the shaft and everything 

i'll reach out to them next week with the engineer to see exactly what we 



may not we may not even fix that we may be treating the south plan is 

something else so we'll have to see. 

 

123 

00:17:28.380 --> 00:17:29.880 

Tom B: Oh we'll keep you posted. 

 

124 

00:17:30.810 --> 00:17:41.700 

Ken Scherrieble: yeah I was gonna I was gonna say we don't want to fix it 

right away, we want to, we want to have the plan with the short term and 

have it be part of the short term fix again with our im funding. 

 

125 

00:17:42.150 --> 00:17:42.660 

Village of Parish: So I guess. 

 

126 

00:17:43.500 --> 00:17:47.310 

Village of Parish: Okay, I was just curious if there was any you know 

they got back yet. 

 

127 

00:17:54.690 --> 00:17:56.520 

Village of Parish: been good been doing good. 

 

128 

00:18:00.060 --> 00:18:02.340 

Village of Parish: Make emotion that we accept there was. 

 

129 

00:18:09.480 --> 00:18:10.950 

Ken Scherrieble: Anything else for us this evening. 

 

130 

00:18:12.690 --> 00:18:15.480 

Village of Parish: I don't have anything else you answer my question. 

 

131 

00:18:16.470 --> 00:18:18.810 

Ken Scherrieble: Thank you very much y'all have a wonderful night. 

 

132 

00:18:21.750 --> 00:18:23.070 

Ken Scherrieble: You to have a great holiday. 

 

133 

00:18:23.370 --> 00:18:24.660 

Tom B: Merry Christmas see all. 

 

134 

00:18:25.500 --> 00:18:25.950 

Okay. 

 



135 

00:18:29.730 --> 00:18:33.780 

Village of Parish: Is there anyone else on zoom on the far right now on. 

 

136 

00:18:35.130 --> 00:18:37.200 

Village of Parish: The phone There we have Eleanor Kenny. 

 

137 

00:19:14.070 --> 00:19:16.200 

Village of Parish: sewer report they have a problem with. 

 

138 

00:19:21.120 --> 00:19:21.750 

Village of Parish: The. 

 

139 

00:19:23.370 --> 00:19:26.340 

Village of Parish: 50 $500 for years right. 

 

140 

00:19:28.470 --> 00:19:30.450 

Village of Parish: question with the insurance company. 

 

141 

00:19:41.550 --> 00:19:41.910 

Village of Parish: Doing. 

 

142 

00:19:44.430 --> 00:19:45.240 

Village of Parish: No, no. 

 

143 

00:20:07.980 --> 00:20:10.830 

Village of Parish: Go to close out with extended. 

 

144 

00:20:11.880 --> 00:20:16.200 

Village of Parish: Issues for to storage containers during the initial. 

 

145 

00:20:17.280 --> 00:20:17.910 

Village of Parish: reactions with. 

 

146 

00:20:18.930 --> 00:20:21.900 

Village of Parish: The summary one pass to fill those. 

 

147 

00:20:23.820 --> 00:20:25.800 

Village of Parish: voids monthly meetings were attached. 

 

148 

00:20:27.150 --> 00:20:30.000 



Village of Parish: attended in November, as well as planning board 

revenues. 

 

149 

00:20:31.740 --> 00:20:47.520 

Village of Parish: building permits $75 and 10 cents on this nothing, a 

total of $185 72 miles from November performing I do this is always the 

items noted above her attention for Jim. 

 

150 

00:20:48.840 --> 00:20:49.980 

Village of Parish: had another commitment to. 

 

151 

00:20:55.920 --> 00:20:59.190 

Village of Parish: Look, for a new person up to. 

 

152 

00:21:00.300 --> 00:21:04.050 

Village of Parish: be considering that was OK process but. 

 

153 

00:21:05.340 --> 00:21:06.210 

Village of Parish: Considering that. 

 

154 

00:21:07.770 --> 00:21:09.420 

Village of Parish: motion that we accepted report. 

 

155 

00:21:24.960 --> 00:21:38.790 

Village of Parish: First, the state has a new federally funded low income 

housing assistance program it's not just water is water and sewer where 

it's targeted at low income households that are in arrears on their 

payments. 

 

156 

00:21:40.080 --> 00:21:47.640 

Village of Parish: payments of 20 $500 for qualifying water or sewer 

households are up to 5000 if you have both communities and then both. 

 

157 

00:21:48.450 --> 00:21:58.320 

Village of Parish: payments are made directly to the service provider to 

cover arrears person in arrears as make the application, but the money 

doesn't know for their hand goes directly to. 

 

158 

00:21:59.010 --> 00:22:06.870 

Village of Parish: Which home to where information is included in the 

letter that I provided you from the State Department of public service 

non state website. 

 

159 



00:22:07.500 --> 00:22:17.610 

Village of Parish: And I want to pass that last up, as is and creaminess 

valve ecosystem getting out the word, the public and i'd be happy to put 

that on your website, if you would like a small. 

 

160 

00:22:18.690 --> 00:22:19.020 

Village of Parish: Around the. 

 

161 

00:22:21.450 --> 00:22:24.780 

Village of Parish: Word out to the public that they can get some help 

with anything there. 

 

162 

00:22:28.590 --> 00:22:40.080 

Village of Parish: I guess minutes for the village mayor's most 

flexibility treasures computers they've been received, and I have 

installed them on the clerks and triggers to here and i'll be doing the 

mayor's next. 

 

163 

00:22:41.640 --> 00:22:56.550 

Village of Parish: I also ordered two additional webcams you get 

approved, which have been installed on the mayor's computer of the prior 

existing again that we had is scheduled to be installed on security 

wastewater treatment plant, I talked to them about that today and. 

 

164 

00:22:57.570 --> 00:23:08.400 

Village of Parish: Tomorrow, and I asked the creditor he indicated, he 

did not need a webcam on his computer at this time, if you that are 

changes, of course, you might want to reconsider that but if it's. 

 

165 

00:23:09.630 --> 00:23:10.320 

Village of Parish: needed once. 

 

166 

00:23:11.730 --> 00:23:15.330 

Village of Parish: A while we've been talking about computer issues. 

 

167 

00:23:16.590 --> 00:23:28.470 

Village of Parish: You can clerks and the traders computers are both 

about a month shorter being five years, hopefully you're not time flies 

like just in the last changeover on those and I checked. 

 

168 

00:23:29.880 --> 00:23:39.240 

Village of Parish: Her computer than not slowing down recently, so I 

looked at the see well just how old, are they and it turns out, they were 

five years old, so. 

 



169 

00:23:40.320 --> 00:23:46.800 

Village of Parish: The key thing is the computer is being slow, for me, 

really need to do something about eating them up the productivity of the. 

 

170 

00:23:47.220 --> 00:24:02.160 

Village of Parish: park in the 30 years, two years in the same boat 

terrible lot about same time as I ever fallen would probably be a good 

idea to replace both of those computers, so I checked with the treasure 

treasure tell me that there is enough money in the current fiscal year 

budget. 

 

171 

00:24:05.580 --> 00:24:06.960 

Village of Parish: Which is around $1,000. 

 

172 

00:24:08.880 --> 00:24:14.820 

Village of Parish: More than you're used to pay, but when the supply 

chain issues mature Tortilla chips that you've all heard about in the 

news. 

 

173 

00:24:16.290 --> 00:24:18.510 

Village of Parish: Well that's that's not helpful. 

 

174 

00:24:19.680 --> 00:24:32.340 

Village of Parish: So I wanted to talk to you about replacing this fiscal 

year compare on them i'm also recommending budgeting money in 2022 23 

just for your upcoming working on the budget. 

 

175 

00:24:33.390 --> 00:24:49.200 

Village of Parish: or ensure for replacement of the computer at the 

wastewater treatment plant because it's old and as low as it appears, are 

hear what they have is probably the hand me down from the village player 

or reject the claim to be sent it down with the wastewater treatment 

plan. 

 

176 

00:24:50.250 --> 00:25:06.030 

Village of Parish: So there's is even older and slower so for the next 

fiscal year would probably be a good idea to look at replacing it down 

there as as well as I mentioned that to you were talking about the same 

amount of money, probably about $1,000 for the computer and. 

 

177 

00:25:08.190 --> 00:25:23.760 

Village of Parish: So I just want to mention that easy to work that into 

your budget, and if you do want to go ahead and learn years for the work 

right here i'd be happy to get those on for for you i'm making emotion 

that we get the two computers for the Court and. 



 

178 

00:25:25.590 --> 00:25:27.450 

Village of Parish: who's your treasure treasure. 

 

179 

00:25:29.250 --> 00:25:30.900 

Village of Parish: yeah you got it that's awesome. 

 

180 

00:25:32.820 --> 00:25:33.660 

Village of Parish: On that computer right. 

 

181 

00:25:38.130 --> 00:25:38.460 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

182 

00:25:39.810 --> 00:25:40.920 

Village of Parish: There is very happy with. 

 

183 

00:25:47.460 --> 00:25:49.740 

Village of Parish: You made a motion seconded. 

 

184 

00:25:51.120 --> 00:25:51.870 

Village of Parish: Okay. 

 

185 

00:25:53.340 --> 00:25:56.700 

Village of Parish: i'll move things forward on that report and our 

system. 

 

186 

00:26:01.170 --> 00:26:02.160 

Village of Parish: So next. 

 

187 

00:26:03.300 --> 00:26:04.380 

Village of Parish: Our next budget. 

 

188 

00:26:05.700 --> 00:26:13.530 

Village of Parish: They want what you want one with one more for the 

wastewater That would be a different budget that's holding the sewer pipe 

it which I also talked about. 

 

189 

00:26:14.460 --> 00:26:18.390 

Village of Parish: He wasn't sure they were in shape to be able to do it 

in this I don't think we are. 

 

190 



00:26:19.260 --> 00:26:31.560 

Village of Parish: But it'd be a good thing for next year next immigrant 

can actually add the sewer line aligning the support button, it says 

office equipment that we everything is not the office supplies yeah there 

really isn't. 

 

191 

00:26:32.580 --> 00:26:42.720 

Village of Parish: The budget line point nine are for the bigger ticket 

more durable things that are good for more than one year these supplies 

minus point four. 

 

192 

00:26:43.140 --> 00:26:55.590 

Village of Parish: And that's more for things of transients use like less 

than one year and supplies and dues and subscriptions and paper and ink 

and stuff like that consumables numbers. 

 

193 

00:26:57.390 --> 00:26:59.880 

Village of Parish: By movies most 35. 

 

194 

00:27:00.900 --> 00:27:02.760 

Village of Parish: So that would be a good addition to your book and. 

 

195 

00:27:04.170 --> 00:27:18.780 

Village of Parish: Then, finally, the timing was really good, because the 

webcam arrived, the day that the air had etc consent quarter conference 

calls make, and so, because that's like interferes with breaking it down. 

 

196 

00:27:20.880 --> 00:27:27.270 

Village of Parish: fall on that worked out really well and I was happy to 

help them here and that's all I think that. 

 

197 

00:27:29.610 --> 00:27:40.680 

Village of Parish: Did you bring us down for us the katie broom reach out 

to those students and planning gaps for the village, maybe katie drop 

them off for some time. 

 

198 

00:27:41.700 --> 00:27:41.760 

Village of Parish: To. 

 

199 

00:27:43.650 --> 00:27:47.100 

Village of Parish: Work on work on your monitor town in here okay. 

 

200 

00:27:49.200 --> 00:27:55.980 



Village of Parish: Okay katie and said that if you were to pick him up 

grandma grandma so she must have done it but anyways let's. 

 

201 

00:27:57.300 --> 00:27:57.660 

Village of Parish: talk. 

 

202 

00:27:58.860 --> 00:27:59.130 

Village of Parish: About. 

 

203 

00:28:00.180 --> 00:28:01.290 

Village of Parish: How would they be. 

 

204 

00:28:03.450 --> 00:28:04.710 

Village of Parish: gotten them yeah again. 

 

205 

00:28:06.420 --> 00:28:08.940 

Village of Parish: Oh Okay, he didn't have a knowledge of. 

 

206 

00:28:12.270 --> 00:28:14.670 

Village of Parish: Because it was Kelly trading and on my desk. 

 

207 

00:28:15.840 --> 00:28:18.300 

Village of Parish: From keep the mayor yeah never. 

 

208 

00:28:19.620 --> 00:28:26.670 

Village of Parish: dropped the ball here is passing through on way to 

serve they were clean our House up there, I want to know for one from to 

to. 

 

209 

00:28:28.020 --> 00:28:39.540 

Village of Parish: look like the Main Street revitalization so I thought, 

maybe it's something that we can put it in the file we don't need them, 

but I thought was taking care of that for me very much a hands on. 

 

210 

00:28:41.760 --> 00:28:42.420 

Village of Parish: All this all. 

 

211 

00:28:47.010 --> 00:28:49.080 

Village of Parish: emotion that we accept pause report. 

 

212 

00:28:59.250 --> 00:29:00.360 

Village of Parish: Key bank building. 



 

213 

00:29:05.160 --> 00:29:08.490 

Village of Parish: cherish work to be done today the work. 

 

214 

00:29:09.840 --> 00:29:13.500 

Village of Parish: will be cabinets right so as much as possible. 

 

215 

00:29:15.180 --> 00:29:17.250 

Village of Parish: tear out the old rods in our lobby. 

 

216 

00:29:19.230 --> 00:29:20.760 

Village of Parish: There are boring. 

 

217 

00:29:23.940 --> 00:29:24.480 

Village of Parish: boring. 

 

218 

00:29:27.000 --> 00:29:27.600 

Village of Parish: damaged. 

 

219 

00:29:29.640 --> 00:29:30.360 

Village of Parish: She writes. 

 

220 

00:29:32.880 --> 00:29:35.970 

Village of Parish: flooring damage sheet rock ceilings walls, etc. 

 

221 

00:29:37.590 --> 00:29:45.570 

Village of Parish: Finally, after all, devils and completed place where 

the world was in the main lobby with a winner flooring. 

 

222 

00:29:47.400 --> 00:29:48.420 

Village of Parish: For us as well. 

 

223 

00:29:49.950 --> 00:29:57.480 

Village of Parish: was to be washed down and painted with color that will 

have Lisa flooring laminate flooring. 

 

224 

00:29:58.350 --> 00:30:07.140 

Village of Parish: over the top to Mister Mister to place where he needed 

insulated and ceilings and was the sheet rock drops in will be insulated. 

 

225 

00:30:08.100 --> 00:30:15.870 



Village of Parish: bathroom on the east side of the building will be your 

storage space and the electrical or will be an extra cost price of. 

 

226 

00:30:16.320 --> 00:30:28.440 

Village of Parish: Labor and materials to complete the scope of work 

stated above timeframe work to start for working stack finish to 

completion, approximately three months time remember Labor part. 

 

227 

00:30:29.460 --> 00:30:35.520 

Village of Parish: Far more of a constant material also final price which 

isn't as bestest. 

 

228 

00:30:37.410 --> 00:30:37.860 

Village of Parish: bestest. 

 

229 

00:30:39.420 --> 00:30:42.930 

Village of Parish: To be done prior to the work, beginning in the village 

to be responsible. 

 

230 

00:30:44.850 --> 00:30:54.150 

Village of Parish: For $300 also any unforeseen problems that may arise 

could be an extra costs as well, I see that any electrical work is that 

extra cost. 

 

231 

00:30:57.180 --> 00:30:58.320 

Village of Parish: dumpster cost. 

 

232 

00:31:00.630 --> 00:31:02.760 

Village of Parish: framing she rocks rocks. 

 

233 

00:31:04.560 --> 00:31:09.810 

Village of Parish: wash down retaining flooring drop ceiling as well. 

 

234 

00:31:11.580 --> 00:31:13.800 

Village of Parish: So it kind of accumulates as we go through. 

 

235 

00:31:15.540 --> 00:31:16.290 

Village of Parish: All breakdowns. 

 

236 

00:31:18.180 --> 00:31:20.010 

Village of Parish: Work sad this. 

 

237 



00:31:21.900 --> 00:31:23.070 

Village of Parish: is the only responsible. 

 

238 

00:31:25.980 --> 00:31:26.670 

Village of Parish: For so. 

 

239 

00:31:28.200 --> 00:31:34.140 

Village of Parish: They get a response coming emotion, I think these 

prices are halfway decent. 

 

240 

00:31:35.220 --> 00:31:37.500 

Village of Parish: We didn't get insurance was well yeah. 

 

241 

00:31:40.590 --> 00:31:43.440 

Village of Parish: I think yeah i'll make a motion way, except this. 

 

242 

00:31:44.640 --> 00:31:45.450 

Village of Parish: One can you start. 

 

243 

00:31:48.390 --> 00:31:49.770 

Village of Parish: Okay that's fine. 

 

244 

00:31:50.910 --> 00:31:52.110 

Village of Parish: i'll make a motion that. 

 

245 

00:31:53.670 --> 00:31:54.540 

Village of Parish: We give them a bit. 

 

246 

00:32:05.340 --> 00:32:07.050 

Village of Parish: So that works isn't working in their. 

 

247 

00:32:08.370 --> 00:32:09.660 

Village of Parish: Lives I knew it was more than. 

 

248 

00:32:11.910 --> 00:32:13.710 

Village of Parish: One except somebody over there. 

 

249 

00:32:15.480 --> 00:32:15.960 

Village of Parish: I look at. 

 

250 

00:32:20.550 --> 00:32:26.730 



Village of Parish: revoking that one bathroom for this question is a real 

up for the sewer is he getting a bathroom is he taking it out. 

 

251 

00:32:30.180 --> 00:32:35.130 

Village of Parish: you're gonna lose another three minutes, oh no it's 

not gonna be bad so bad. 

 

252 

00:32:36.180 --> 00:32:37.770 

Village of Parish: yeah we don't charge them to. 

 

253 

00:32:39.780 --> 00:32:40.650 

Village of Parish: Protect my list but. 

 

254 

00:32:41.760 --> 00:32:42.780 

Village of Parish: we're in the House, no, no. 

 

255 

00:32:55.050 --> 00:32:55.770 

Village of Parish: Green building. 

 

256 

00:32:56.940 --> 00:32:57.810 

Village of Parish: Great yeah. 

 

257 

00:33:00.270 --> 00:33:01.380 

Village of Parish: did a half or a quarter. 

 

258 

00:33:03.630 --> 00:33:06.450 

Village of Parish: could be for i'm not sure I put my I don't remember. 

 

259 

00:33:07.860 --> 00:33:23.520 

Village of Parish: I know so it's a fraction on a PC going on and we 

advertise for audit and still haven't any response on that so probably 

have to pursue see what we can get who can get to get that completed. 

 

260 

00:33:24.900 --> 00:33:27.270 

Village of Parish: will be completing another year in short order. 

 

261 

00:33:30.060 --> 00:33:33.750 

Village of Parish: Our alarm security system, you guys. 

 

262 

00:33:35.100 --> 00:33:35.550 

Village of Parish: Never. 

 



263 

00:33:37.140 --> 00:33:37.440 

Village of Parish: Never. 

 

264 

00:33:39.690 --> 00:33:40.650 

Village of Parish: heard anything back. 

 

265 

00:33:42.210 --> 00:33:43.800 

Village of Parish: On all the warning. 

 

266 

00:33:46.290 --> 00:33:48.690 

Village of Parish: message you know, on Wednesday. 

 

267 

00:33:54.960 --> 00:34:02.340 

Village of Parish: or benchmarking resolution with has previously 

tracking your energy usage and before that and amanda and. 

 

268 

00:34:03.120 --> 00:34:13.200 

Village of Parish: From there she'll give us instructions as to how to 

pursue it I haven't heard anything oh definitely yes, so that will be for 

next benchmarking for. 

 

269 

00:34:13.980 --> 00:34:24.090 

Village of Parish: Getting funds from nicer and then I didn't get a 

notice of a code is meeting in February we had done was been a 10 one in 

then. 

 

270 

00:34:24.870 --> 00:34:42.360 

Village of Parish: He had a conflict so that didn't work out for this for 

2021 and then a scheduled for February that hopefully maybe the new codes 

person can turn into the right there will be more next year, so she 

hasn't given us a day she just told me that was one of. 

 

271 

00:34:43.560 --> 00:34:44.970 

Village of Parish: The possible they could attend. 

 

272 

00:34:46.080 --> 00:35:00.420 

Village of Parish: Planning board, we still have a vacancy and that's 

been advertised as well if the candidate heaven if they own property in 

the village and making a Member says, my understanding, as long as a 

village resident. 

 

273 

00:35:02.670 --> 00:35:04.500 

Village of Parish: owning property doesn't make you less. 



 

274 

00:35:05.790 --> 00:35:14.370 

Village of Parish: So they own property and live here just own property 

they live, just over the border from the villains, but the whole property 

also individually. 

 

275 

00:35:18.420 --> 00:35:27.090 

Village of Parish: I mean, yes, yes and gotten back to me okay well on 

the cva you have Mr borland who does live on software was through who 

actually that's. 

 

276 

00:35:28.530 --> 00:35:33.690 

Village of Parish: Probably the splits both town and village, but he's 

the House and his house is actually in the village. 

 

277 

00:35:35.100 --> 00:35:37.320 

Village of Parish: By the survey, I believe, because he's hooked up the 

sewer. 

 

278 

00:35:38.880 --> 00:35:41.220 

Village of Parish: that's on South street 69. 

 

279 

00:35:43.500 --> 00:35:47.160 

Village of Parish: I don't know if that was my it was my understanding 

it's almost as long as they were a village resident. 

 

280 

00:35:48.360 --> 00:35:52.110 

Village of Parish: What they define us resident yeah i'd have to ask Mr 

Davis. 

 

281 

00:35:54.300 --> 00:36:04.950 

Stephen Ganetis: I think you're probably save as long as they're paying 

taxes, but I can take a look at the exact municipal law to see exactly 

how its defined as resident, but I don't think there's a domiciled 

requirement. 

 

282 

00:36:06.420 --> 00:36:20.130 

Stephen Ganetis: I upon looking on there, I have to so my tentative 

answer is they're probably good to go if they own property and pay taxes, 

but I will confirm and have an answer back once I take a look to see if 

resin is actually legally defined for you guys. 

 

283 

00:36:23.940 --> 00:36:27.900 

Village of Parish: So just one person, then, if that works for done. 



 

284 

00:36:29.370 --> 00:36:33.030 

Village of Parish: You know why don't know will they need a they have a. 

 

285 

00:36:36.000 --> 00:36:43.530 

Village of Parish: We have no alternative, currently, so I need to know 

it might not be a bad idea, because any event that myself or. 

 

286 

00:36:44.280 --> 00:36:58.890 

Village of Parish: The new person coming in cannot attend for a meeting, 

for any reason or extended beatings this person can step up and go have 

the board, we still have an operating costs from the from the town or 

village. 

 

287 

00:36:59.970 --> 00:37:04.920 

Village of Parish: village village, the town, so the town is looking for 

its own alternates also. 

 

288 

00:37:06.240 --> 00:37:11.040 

Village of Parish: Because there's town board town physicians also three 

three town to village. 

 

289 

00:37:13.110 --> 00:37:19.530 

Village of Parish: To 3D to board three town to village both sides are 

looking for ultimate it's my understanding. 

 

290 

00:37:25.200 --> 00:37:26.820 

Village of Parish: that some people. 

 

291 

00:37:27.930 --> 00:37:33.360 

Village of Parish: find out that the system knows to capacities, we know 

anyone, we can. 

 

292 

00:37:35.910 --> 00:37:37.860 

Village of Parish: involve most people on the. 

 

293 

00:37:39.660 --> 00:37:43.320 

Village of Parish: Communications out there in cyberspace, it might like 

to participate. 

 

294 

00:37:47.700 --> 00:37:47.970 

At. 

 



295 

00:37:49.650 --> 00:37:53.910 

Village of Parish: All right, continuing medical road property with that 

Steve. 

 

296 

00:37:55.590 --> 00:38:07.290 

Stephen Ganetis: We told Mr canet that everything is a okay he's drafting 

things up and once he's finished drafting is going to send it to 

everybody, so we are approval has been given the balls in his court. 

 

297 

00:38:07.800 --> 00:38:17.820 

Stephen Ganetis: Okay, good and we don't have to do anything else for 

quite some time because holidays are coming and unless you're a family 

law lawyer like myself you're probably not doing too much work. 

 

298 

00:38:19.830 --> 00:38:21.180 

Village of Parish: All right, thank you. 

 

299 

00:38:21.900 --> 00:38:32.790 

Stephen Ganetis: No offense to Mr canet amazing lawyer, but it's just a 

stereotype for lawyers around the holidays, that you don't ever scheduled 

trials or motions do right before Christmas. 

 

300 

00:38:36.330 --> 00:38:36.870 

Village of Parish: Right. 

 

301 

00:38:38.670 --> 00:38:40.230 

Village of Parish: Continuing your banners if. 

 

302 

00:38:41.670 --> 00:38:46.680 

Village of Parish: you're responsible in this major decisions for the 

spring or not yeah. 

 

303 

00:38:48.150 --> 00:38:53.430 

Village of Parish: i'm going to do that January, February i'm going to 

call the guy up to. 

 

304 

00:38:56.190 --> 00:38:56.550 

Village of Parish: Try to. 

 

305 

00:38:57.930 --> 00:38:58.560 

Village of Parish: figure it out. 

 

306 



00:39:00.000 --> 00:39:00.480 

Stephen Ganetis: pleasure. 

 

307 

00:39:02.460 --> 00:39:11.220 

Village of Parish: Because I think I think we're gonna I still have a 

little bit in this year's budget, but I think next year we're going to 

have to kind of maybe great at. 

 

308 

00:39:15.030 --> 00:39:17.280 

Village of Parish: What they should look good with that setup for. 

 

309 

00:39:19.050 --> 00:39:25.920 

Village of Parish: All right, anything else on any of those items or 

other items to be discussed under old business unfinished business. 

 

310 

00:39:27.420 --> 00:39:43.950 

Village of Parish: If not we'll move on to new business or budget 

meetings we're going to look at our schedule for next year, and because 

of the January 17th holiday and there's a sense of starting before so 

begin on January 24 of that works Monday night as we've done in the past. 

 

311 

00:39:45.630 --> 00:39:50.640 

Village of Parish: Is that the fourth Monday of the month Oh yes, mining 

board way right for me. 

 

312 

00:39:52.080 --> 00:39:54.570 

Village of Parish: Probably for us it's just organized unless you want 

to. 

 

313 

00:39:55.050 --> 00:40:02.670 

Village of Parish: change it, but we could just meet in the office and 

just kind of get organized and look at rather whereas usually the first 

meetings just kind of getting organized and. 

 

314 

00:40:03.000 --> 00:40:09.720 

Village of Parish: deciding what direction we want to go, unless you want 

to wait till February so much, and that would be February salad with. 

 

315 

00:40:11.760 --> 00:40:16.980 

Village of Parish: That first meeting we're just trying to get organized 

and figure out what I want to do general or. 

 

316 

00:40:18.390 --> 00:40:19.500 

Village of Parish: One is Daniel so. 



 

317 

00:40:20.640 --> 00:40:24.900 

Village of Parish: First of all, first of all, we could do that to go 

31st. 

 

318 

00:40:27.600 --> 00:40:33.990 

Village of Parish: Year on the fourth one oh right okay so change that to 

the 31st 6pm. 

 

319 

00:40:35.400 --> 00:40:38.160 

Village of Parish: Next week okay and. 

 

320 

00:40:40.140 --> 00:40:47.940 

Village of Parish: It gets us under way and we have to have it done by 

the let's see 15th of April public hearing, knowing the 15th of April 

yeah. 

 

321 

00:40:49.590 --> 00:40:54.780 

Village of Parish: And I think it has to be in place by May 1 because it 

isn't you're stuck with the last. 

 

322 

00:40:56.280 --> 00:40:58.200 

Village of Parish: Budgets discussed at a budget workshop. 

 

323 

00:41:07.980 --> 00:41:37.710 

Village of Parish: 2022 elections December 20 2021 is the first day and 

individually sign independent nominated petitions candidates to pick up 

the papers from the Clerk. 

 

324 

00:41:38.580 --> 00:41:56.040 

Village of Parish: Monday January third 2020 2022 the first day to file 

the party designating petitions, we should have to return to clerk date 

and that paperwork, so you know it has to come back and then, who are the 

candidates will be running that Dave. 

 

325 

00:41:57.180 --> 00:41:59.940 

Village of Parish: Is Tom Tom and Jerry. 

 

326 

00:42:06.000 --> 00:42:13.290 

Village of Parish: need a resolution on the 2022 election abolishing the 

village registration day God 13 no. 

 

327 

00:42:15.570 --> 00:42:18.270 



Village of Parish: I don't, why are we, where we abolish. 

 

328 

00:42:19.980 --> 00:42:26.400 

Village of Parish: We always have in the past, really need for 

registration day, do we need one level and I don't. 

 

329 

00:42:27.450 --> 00:42:38.580 

Village of Parish: Think, so I mean you just have to pay elections 

factors for often I mean I don't think that many people would come here 

to register to vote, most of it be registered already anyways. 

 

330 

00:42:42.330 --> 00:42:49.980 

Village of Parish: They could get this, what I do we have registration in 

the office or in them to come in there. 

 

331 

00:42:51.060 --> 00:42:51.540 

Village of Parish: We go. 

 

332 

00:42:53.190 --> 00:42:56.490 

Village of Parish: Okay i'll make emotion and then we abolish. 

 

333 

00:43:02.400 --> 00:43:21.480 

Village of Parish: 2022 election resolution designating for Tuesday march 

15 2022 is the election election day identifying place in the district in 

the hours calls will be often the village is the polling site and must be 

open, at least from 12 noon to 9pm. 

 

334 

00:43:23.910 --> 00:43:26.280 

Village of Parish: I go motion meter resolution those new. 

 

335 

00:43:27.540 --> 00:43:31.920 

Village of Parish: Large 50 points seven or 25 to watch their. 

 

336 

00:43:34.110 --> 00:43:34.530 

Village of Parish: favorite. 

 

337 

00:43:40.380 --> 00:43:52.080 

Village of Parish: Statement certification in the parish board trustees 

village last section 114 we the underside cans tuning the board of 

trustees village appears to certify that we have compared. 

 

338 

00:43:52.590 --> 00:44:11.580 



Village of Parish: The attached accounts with the original tax rolls and 

the accounts to be true, a correct and the amount of $13,518 and 34 cents 

and what necessarily here are set our hands to the 15th day of December 

21. 

 

339 

00:44:14.970 --> 00:44:19.200 

Village of Parish: that's just the unpaid taxes we have. 

 

340 

00:44:21.090 --> 00:44:23.100 

Village of Parish: already gone to county than right okay. 

 

341 

00:44:24.690 --> 00:44:25.110 

Village of Parish: He said a. 

 

342 

00:44:27.360 --> 00:44:40.470 

Village of Parish: Cleaning person what's happening with that well I just 

I talked to her today and she can start January and she's going to come 

in, like next week and i'll show her stuff to do you know what her. 

 

343 

00:44:41.700 --> 00:44:44.880 

Village of Parish: But i'm i'm really thinking that two people should 

give as. 

 

344 

00:44:46.770 --> 00:44:49.350 

Village of Parish: I spoke to that guy at the state controllers Brent. 

 

345 

00:44:50.910 --> 00:45:02.430 

Village of Parish: State comptroller's office and Syracuse he says, we 

can take roadies from the contingency incorporating the possum all that 

and due to the fact that the coven, this is a health issue, neither of 

those places place early. 

 

346 

00:45:04.290 --> 00:45:13.770 

Village of Parish: So we're going to raise your salary that would you say 

well at least ever minimum wage yeah yeah they are it's already in the 

budget at 1040. 

 

347 

00:45:17.460 --> 00:45:20.040 

Village of Parish: Not this year you can't you've got down line into the 

hall. 

 

348 

00:45:21.450 --> 00:45:27.030 

Village of Parish: Lisa we can take money out of our content we've got 

1400 dollars left in the current. 



 

349 

00:45:33.390 --> 00:45:36.390 

Village of Parish: People they want to turn it down our hair mineral. 

 

350 

00:45:37.980 --> 00:45:40.770 

Village of Parish: 1315. 

 

351 

00:45:43.680 --> 00:45:50.430 

Village of Parish: Oh yeah we can budget for next fiscal year for an 

increased rate yeah this year to break our budget. 

 

352 

00:45:54.780 --> 00:45:58.410 

Village of Parish: you've got i've got lines in the whole already and i'm 

only 655 months into the budget. 

 

353 

00:46:00.450 --> 00:46:08.040 

Village of Parish: What what How did the budget because Ben was working 

five days a week yeah that's what did they budgeted him at 1040 an hour. 

 

354 

00:46:09.390 --> 00:46:11.730 

Village of Parish: That lines, not in the whole yet i've got other lines 

that are in. 

 

355 

00:46:13.500 --> 00:46:21.570 

Village of Parish: The end of the year to move things around because I 

can't file a report with a negative number, it has to be zeroed out or 

zero to the best of my abilities. 

 

356 

00:46:24.480 --> 00:46:26.220 

Village of Parish: So many days a week, and she didn't work. 

 

357 

00:46:28.020 --> 00:46:34.320 

Village of Parish: Well, I didn't know I mean I thought you'd work with 

vendors, but you know if the money's not there, then. 

 

358 

00:46:38.490 --> 00:46:43.740 

Village of Parish: You know, we can easily or maybe till we get to the. 

 

359 

00:46:47.970 --> 00:46:49.020 

Village of Parish: End of the fiscal year. 

 

360 

00:46:51.390 --> 00:47:07.590 



Village of Parish: To get to a minimum, at least, I mean I don't know you 

we can you can chance yeah i'm agreeing, you can transfer from a 

consensus from but there's only 1400 left in there, because I transferred 

money twice already to cover trust you can check jewels for stuff that 

wasn't budgeted for. 

 

361 

00:47:09.300 --> 00:47:10.170 

Village of Parish: The janitors. 

 

362 

00:47:27.240 --> 00:47:27.630 

Village of Parish: office. 

 

363 

00:47:30.660 --> 00:47:34.800 

Village of Parish: We need the money they should take it from somewhere 

somebody's. 

 

364 

00:47:39.900 --> 00:47:41.130 

Village of Parish: already been quick to begin with. 

 

365 

00:47:47.280 --> 00:47:48.180 

Village of Parish: He was against the. 

 

366 

00:47:49.590 --> 00:47:57.120 

Village of Parish: mayor just asked him tough, you know when there was a 

holiday to you know take advantage of the last weekend got to do some. 

 

367 

00:47:57.900 --> 00:48:10.290 

Village of Parish: housecleaning and stuff and he he took offense and 

said that you know he's the best we've ever had and that offended him, he 

said, you know that this place has never been so cleanest when he's done 

it and. 

 

368 

00:48:12.810 --> 00:48:23.370 

Village of Parish: Okay, as of December so i'm sorry as of November 30 

there was 1600 and $41 left on the janitorial services line that's as of 

November. 

 

369 

00:48:24.720 --> 00:48:29.280 

Village of Parish: 1616 4160 you only budgeted 2750. 

 

370 

00:48:31.050 --> 00:48:33.900 

Village of Parish: You spent 1100 and $8 and 40 cents okay. 

 

371 



00:48:37.230 --> 00:48:55.140 

Village of Parish: And you might have been for December you're going to 

take $100 a bag because that's going to have Dr 400 so you're down to 

1541 as a December 620 $6 a month. 

 

372 

00:48:57.030 --> 00:48:58.740 

Village of Parish: She comes in one day a week. 

 

373 

00:49:01.950 --> 00:49:03.120 

Village of Parish: No, I got that the same. 

 

374 

00:49:05.310 --> 00:49:09.930 

Village of Parish: You know you're wanting to air or is going away, there 

was no way. 

 

375 

00:49:13.350 --> 00:49:14.430 

Village of Parish: I think it's 1350. 

 

376 

00:49:15.960 --> 00:49:18.210 

Village of Parish: Starting January know starts. 

 

377 

00:49:19.620 --> 00:49:25.740 

Village of Parish: Oh yeah I think it's currently 13 yeah it's kind of a 

quote at the end of this year it's going to go up to 3050 yeah you. 

 

378 

00:49:26.880 --> 00:49:32.670 

Village of Parish: Know starting December 31 well because because it went 

and part of that's silly. 

 

379 

00:49:33.390 --> 00:49:50.970 

Village of Parish: give everybody 15 bucks minimum wage New York City is 

already there but and a couple of other counties, but the rest of the 

state is dependent upon the Commissioner of Labor to set the rate in 

October, so in October he's here she set the rate to become 1350. 

 

380 

00:49:52.020 --> 00:50:00.240 

Village of Parish: and December 31 of this year base with which is, which 

is basically getting ready to understand why was budgeted so long 

because. 

 

381 

00:50:00.780 --> 00:50:22.020 

Village of Parish: Like Ben was working he was working five days a week, 

like hour and a half full day, so this page was like getting $10 and I 

only do it like two and a half hours a week right, where he was getting 



it five days a week, so his paychecks was every you know put down for 

every week. 

 

382 

00:50:23.130 --> 00:50:28.350 

Village of Parish: Those hours you see what I mean yeah I understand what 

you say, he was he was getting like. 

 

383 

00:50:29.670 --> 00:50:39.090 

Village of Parish: 10 hours a week pushy pushy also got extra we're doing 

a lot if that was a separate line item to well yeah but i'm just saying 

right. 

 

384 

00:50:39.720 --> 00:50:57.750 

Village of Parish: So i'm not seeing my fault, there you know be extra 

money there from September to the summer, when i've only been doing it, 

you know for two and a half hours a week, where he was doing it like 

anywhere from eight to 10 hours a week that's like 1620 hours every two 

weeks. 

 

385 

00:50:58.770 --> 00:51:07.110 

Village of Parish: yeah Oh, they saw the number that is left in that 

budget by that by four weeks a month per second one says, I love or half 

hours. 

 

386 

00:51:08.310 --> 00:51:12.720 

Village of Parish: A week but we get real estate pay this person that 

minimum wage porter. 

 

387 

00:51:15.570 --> 00:51:15.990 

Village of Parish: Which. 

 

388 

00:51:17.040 --> 00:51:21.480 

Village of Parish: is essentially just say just one day or every or at 

least two. 

 

389 

00:51:23.100 --> 00:51:25.140 

Village of Parish: Oh definitely not on Monday that. 

 

390 

00:51:31.170 --> 00:51:36.690 

Village of Parish: You probably see if you look on the on the department 

Labor is website there's a little sentence. 

 

391 

00:51:37.110 --> 00:51:42.840 



Village of Parish: municipalities are net not out to the minimum wage, 

understand that Kevin That was why he was probably even slept at 1040. 

 

392 

00:51:43.530 --> 00:51:51.030 

Village of Parish: Well, I mean, then, then someone can go find someone 

they'll do it cheaper than that, I mean i've talked to for people. 

 

393 

00:51:51.420 --> 00:52:04.440 

Village of Parish: And they just laughed at me when I told him what we 

were being paid for this DEMO because a lot of them have more for other 

businesses one girl in Mexico, she said $20 an hour that's right get $20 

an hour. 

 

394 

00:52:06.150 --> 00:52:12.990 

Village of Parish: No yeah I mean I think some housecleaning here and 

they give me $22 and i'll definitely to 50 and I will help. 

 

395 

00:52:14.610 --> 00:52:16.860 

Village of Parish: i'm not arguing, and then just tell me. 

 

396 

00:52:20.700 --> 00:52:21.270 

Village of Parish: Real Estate. 

 

397 

00:52:22.380 --> 00:52:22.620 

yeah. 

 

398 

00:52:24.240 --> 00:52:24.540 

it's just. 

 

399 

00:52:25.710 --> 00:52:29.160 

Village of Parish: Not today's economy or way things have changed. 

 

400 

00:52:31.350 --> 00:52:33.060 

Village of Parish: But I asked we're stuck with a budget that. 

 

401 

00:52:34.440 --> 00:52:35.910 

Village of Parish: They can pay somebody to. 

 

402 

00:52:39.090 --> 00:52:43.980 

Village of Parish: Do a paper, so I just meant, for you know four and a 

half hours a week, one day a week. 

 

403 



00:52:47.640 --> 00:52:49.290 

Village of Parish: In July, what will the option here. 

 

404 

00:52:50.550 --> 00:52:51.300 

Village of Parish: Two hours. 

 

405 

00:52:52.560 --> 00:52:57.810 

Village of Parish: And how much they write for two hours, I can make 

payments now but. 

 

406 

00:53:01.890 --> 00:53:02.220 

Village of Parish: yeah. 

 

407 

00:53:03.510 --> 00:53:09.960 

Village of Parish: But the same point, you might want to spend some you 

know just once a week for five hours now do a good job, as opposed to 

doing it. 

 

408 

00:53:11.190 --> 00:53:11.970 

Village of Parish: Half assed job. 

 

409 

00:53:16.530 --> 00:53:18.720 

Village of Parish: Okay that's my thought on that one. 

 

410 

00:53:20.730 --> 00:53:22.290 

Village of Parish: We can discuss that more. 

 

411 

00:53:24.870 --> 00:53:26.400 

Village of Parish: When we do our budget meeting. 

 

412 

00:53:37.080 --> 00:53:38.010 

suggestions. 

 

413 

00:53:49.290 --> 00:53:53.430 

Village of Parish: Like four hours a week and then like. 

 

414 

00:53:55.110 --> 00:53:57.750 

Village of Parish: How much good she what what could they. 

 

415 

00:53:58.890 --> 00:54:01.590 

Village of Parish: Be without breaking the thing what could be. 

 



416 

00:54:06.390 --> 00:54:14.040 

Village of Parish: as hard as hard to figure I don't know what she can I, 

you know, some people can do lots of things in four hours, and some 

people take some. 

 

417 

00:54:15.240 --> 00:54:22.530 

Village of Parish: Eight hours to do what some people can do it for hours 

depends on the person, you have well, the thing is there's a lot of 

people have a lot of services. 

 

418 

00:54:25.110 --> 00:54:32.790 

Village of Parish: Right that's the supervisors office, the clerk's 

office, so those see me in every day, no. 

 

419 

00:54:33.840 --> 00:54:37.590 

Village of Parish: Clear shot because somebody scenario baskets per day. 

 

420 

00:54:38.700 --> 00:54:44.280 

Village of Parish: Right, some of us do some surfaces and they don't get 

a lot of usage, every day, so the. 

 

421 

00:54:46.380 --> 00:54:52.380 

Village of Parish: gym doesn't get to the end of every day, and what I 

don't like when Ben was doing everything is it you know. 

 

422 

00:54:54.840 --> 00:55:05.550 

Village of Parish: We almost recyclables in offices and Ben why you don't 

think everything together oh doesn't matter Michael Butler and she said, 

if I put it in boxes or bank, so I have a lot of people grocery bags. 

 

423 

00:55:05.910 --> 00:55:19.410 

Village of Parish: So I recycle all the papers, they came from all the 

offices work and we're done with just sewing everything he had like four 

or five things the garbage dump there were usually I have one bag of 

garbage rest I recycle because you didn't know how to read the. 

 

424 

00:55:21.150 --> 00:55:23.070 

Village of Parish: ar ar ar PA. 

 

425 

00:55:26.310 --> 00:55:28.110 

Village of Parish: can't use any of that for planning. 

 

426 

00:55:29.460 --> 00:55:33.660 



Village of Parish: Well, that was going to be used for. 

 

427 

00:55:34.830 --> 00:55:46.020 

Village of Parish: The wastewater treatment plan you're able to squeeze a 

lot of that I don't know we can use it for a budgetary items like this, I 

don't I haven't seen any people okay. 

 

428 

00:55:47.610 --> 00:55:54.120 

Village of Parish: i'm sorry I haven't seen that part yeah I just know 

this water sewer and Internet Internet infrastructure. 

 

429 

00:55:55.440 --> 00:55:56.490 

Village of Parish: At least privileges. 

 

430 

00:55:57.870 --> 00:56:01.080 

Village of Parish: Now if they've modified it I haven't gotten anything 

and running it so they have. 

 

431 

00:56:02.130 --> 00:56:04.710 

Village of Parish: Maybe a portion says if you're saying Cobra this. 

 

432 

00:56:05.880 --> 00:56:11.970 

Village of Parish: First budget meeting we'll talk to you know, because 

that will be because you're gonna have to. 

 

433 

00:56:13.260 --> 00:56:14.250 

Village of Parish: kevin's gonna have to. 

 

434 

00:56:15.630 --> 00:56:18.360 

Village of Parish: figure out what we need to actually plan right now. 

 

435 

00:56:20.430 --> 00:56:32.130 

Village of Parish: here's another thing that the product to need that 

with a new highway superintendent they don't know if he's gonna clean out 

here, or anything and we're going to do if we get snow one stuff we're 

Craig is the one that. 

 

436 

00:56:32.490 --> 00:56:39.450 

Village of Parish: You know, we plow as much as he could and then each 

other, it culminated shovel what was left, but with a new guy. 

 

437 

00:56:40.110 --> 00:56:50.220 



Village of Parish: I know i've heard rumors and stuff that he's not going 

to do much if he doesn't have to so I don't know if he's gonna clear up 

front here for us or not really nice sidewalk or the cloud. 

 

438 

00:56:51.540 --> 00:56:57.570 

Village of Parish: Rather, pay is still pay their taxes, I am I 

understand that, but you know someone will have to. 

 

439 

00:56:58.320 --> 00:57:09.960 

Village of Parish: speak to him to do, I mean the library or trying to 

look to things they don't know if you even you know Bob with the library 

before, so I mean i'm just throwing it out there was brought to me that. 

 

440 

00:57:12.060 --> 00:57:19.800 

Village of Parish: They have these cuttino concern something in there for 

my resignation and goats do some of the work for you outside. 

 

441 

00:57:22.710 --> 00:57:27.930 

Village of Parish: Because no fans me who have I can you know, we do have 

that track your time ago. 

 

442 

00:57:29.700 --> 00:57:41.010 

Village of Parish: sort of way, which is a town tragic yeah i'm a 

snowblower on it, so we have to, we can always use that to clean clean 

the sidewalk and you know. 

 

443 

00:57:42.330 --> 00:57:45.600 

Village of Parish: Or you want to put me down there after you finish. 

 

444 

00:57:48.450 --> 00:57:50.070 

Village of Parish: Here, why not. 

 

445 

00:57:54.000 --> 00:57:54.240 

Village of Parish: I you. 

 

446 

00:57:55.710 --> 00:57:57.210 

Village of Parish: Know i'm not doing it right. 

 

447 

00:57:59.070 --> 00:58:02.010 

Village of Parish: I look, I mean that's I mean, are you going to do it. 

 

448 

00:58:03.270 --> 00:58:05.910 

Village of Parish: I can't do it unless I resign oh. 



 

449 

00:58:07.050 --> 00:58:07.380 

Village of Parish: Why. 

 

450 

00:58:08.550 --> 00:58:12.840 

Village of Parish: Because we're not supposedly we're not allowed to do 

that stuff are we. 

 

451 

00:58:15.180 --> 00:58:15.960 

Village of Parish: get paid. 

 

452 

00:58:16.410 --> 00:58:18.540 

Stephen Ganetis: To do we just can't get paid for it so. 

 

453 

00:58:19.590 --> 00:58:21.090 

Village of Parish: You know i'm like well. 

 

454 

00:58:22.140 --> 00:58:27.600 

Stephen Ganetis: No, you should not bond here i'm not saying in any way, 

shape or form that i'm just saying what the rules are. 

 

455 

00:58:30.720 --> 00:58:32.670 

Village of Parish: Worse comes to worse, I can probably go. 

 

456 

00:58:33.690 --> 00:58:34.290 

once in a while. 

 

457 

00:58:35.310 --> 00:58:44.460 

Village of Parish: To find a janitor I can't even imagine that, if we put 

out the answer anyone to you know come with their snow shovel or 

something I don't know anyone around that you know. 

 

458 

00:58:45.960 --> 00:58:48.900 

Village of Parish: I do yeah there's a woman that quinsey. 

 

459 

00:58:51.150 --> 00:58:54.180 

Village of Parish: poster she gets out she showed double J. 

 

460 

00:58:56.130 --> 00:59:03.570 

Village of Parish: doesn't she works at the post office, no, no post 

office has contractor clean out that one's a enterprises. 

 



461 

00:59:04.650 --> 00:59:08.070 

Village of Parish: On, for I saw the post office barrel out there, doing 

that. 

 

462 

00:59:09.900 --> 00:59:11.610 

Village of Parish: Well, they may do it. 

 

463 

00:59:12.660 --> 00:59:19.590 

Village of Parish: Because most of these people that show or clean out 

driveways, and so they want to do, unless you delete readings or snowing. 

 

464 

00:59:20.490 --> 00:59:34.560 

Village of Parish: So he got me an extra snow on the ground yeah but are 

they going to do it, or do they want to follow to we're going to take the 

want you have to hire them to follow to a mess with angel or they're just 

going to comment, if you want them to shovel well. 

 

465 

00:59:35.610 --> 00:59:42.180 

Village of Parish: I don't know given me yeah if they have the contract 

about post office and then go out and they'll shovel but. 

 

466 

00:59:42.540 --> 00:59:54.150 

Village of Parish: Are they going to come here and you say Oh, we don't 

need you to plow but we just want you to shovel because the cloud, you 

know cloud right up to the road site, we just need it cleared from the 

road up until the building. 

 

467 

00:59:56.280 --> 01:00:03.120 

Village of Parish: Well, depends on whether it after sidewalks of course 

they're going to they're going to do it all the way to the sidewalk. 

 

468 

01:00:04.260 --> 01:00:08.280 

Village of Parish: When they follow the road it's right up to the site 

off know craig's don't. 

 

469 

01:00:09.870 --> 01:00:14.100 

Village of Parish: Know keep flows from the sidewalk up here to like the 

garbage barrel. 

 

470 

01:00:15.120 --> 01:00:15.930 

Village of Parish: Or you mean the. 

 

471 

01:00:17.430 --> 01:00:19.770 



Village of Parish: county clouds on the sidewalk you. 

 

472 

01:00:21.360 --> 01:00:32.760 

Village of Parish: disciple will be on the edge of the road, right up 

yeah but they don't they don't do the sidewalk tours I know practice used 

to do the sidebar create this the length of the same. 

 

473 

01:00:34.140 --> 01:00:35.640 

Village of Parish: As what i'm saying yeah. 

 

474 

01:00:36.750 --> 01:00:43.350 

Village of Parish: The highway department doesn't go come that far old 

they only going to do certain amount shoulder to shoulder. 

 

475 

01:00:44.940 --> 01:00:48.360 

Village of Parish: Okay, so it this new guy not going to. 

 

476 

01:00:50.130 --> 01:00:56.550 

Village of Parish: Ask before we get all in a tough about well yeah but 

i'm just saying I mean you know. 

 

477 

01:01:00.360 --> 01:01:02.160 

it's always assumptions. 

 

478 

01:01:04.230 --> 01:01:04.470 

based. 

 

479 

01:01:06.450 --> 01:01:08.250 

Village of Parish: gotta remember, we also have you. 

 

480 

01:01:12.780 --> 01:01:16.080 

Village of Parish: know I got that we got to get them. 

 

481 

01:01:17.730 --> 01:01:22.770 

Village of Parish: yeah you know you still gotta wait asked, and so, when 

they say. 

 

482 

01:01:23.880 --> 01:01:35.010 

Village of Parish: that they should be willing to do that, since we are 

taxpayers in towns and they said that area that they follow the talent 

rowan's draw and so they're. 

 

483 



01:01:36.480 --> 01:01:41.520 

Village of Parish: The only power I got that but what we're talking about 

the sidewalk in front of the door right. 

 

484 

01:01:43.020 --> 01:01:49.110 

Village of Parish: it's all the news X yeah but so you bought because the 

town. 

 

485 

01:01:50.250 --> 01:01:51.270 

Village of Parish: officer as. 

 

486 

01:01:52.380 --> 01:01:54.060 

Village of Parish: Well, so I don't think we're gonna be. 

 

487 

01:01:59.940 --> 01:02:10.410 

Village of Parish: Looking at the screen situation, maybe in find out 

these apia era P phones can be used in that direction that would be that 

would help relieve some of that concern. 

 

488 

01:02:11.520 --> 01:02:15.600 

Village of Parish: Alright, continuing then is there anything else on 

your new business address and. 

 

489 

01:02:17.070 --> 01:02:18.900 

Village of Parish: it's remember January 19. 

 

490 

01:02:20.190 --> 01:02:29.850 

Village of Parish: monthly board meeting is 7pm on the 19th and then move 

into a bunch of 31st January march 10 is a joint board. 

 

491 

01:02:30.960 --> 01:02:31.680 

Village of Parish: board meeting. 

 

492 

01:02:33.390 --> 01:02:57.870 

Village of Parish: march 10 alright our payment of bills General Motors 

115 to 125 and the amount of $6,247 and 44 cents major motion with data. 

 

493 

01:03:02.760 --> 01:03:08.700 

Village of Parish: or 73 through a lot of $13,825 and 60 cents. 

 

494 

01:03:09.990 --> 01:03:10.470 

Village of Parish: Second. 

 



495 

01:03:15.450 --> 01:03:18.990 

Village of Parish: Closed out so you can just delete that from our 

system. 

 

496 

01:03:20.100 --> 01:03:28.440 

Village of Parish: DNA 48 to 52 $1,558 and 45 cents, a major motion we. 

 

497 

01:03:29.460 --> 01:03:29.910 

Village of Parish: favor. 

 

498 

01:03:31.260 --> 01:03:33.690 

Village of Parish: favor of those accounts right. 

 

499 

01:03:37.980 --> 01:03:38.310 

Village of Parish: order. 

 

500 

01:03:56.940 --> 01:03:57.840 

Village of Parish: Thank you for. 

 

501 

01:04:34.020 --> 01:04:35.970 

Village of Parish: actually talk about things. 

 

502 

01:05:12.870 --> 01:05:13.560 

Village of Parish: Thanks Dave. 

 

503 

01:05:28.740 --> 01:05:29.040 

Village of Parish: To meet. 

 

504 

01:05:38.730 --> 01:05:38.970 

Village of Parish: You. 

 

505 

01:05:50.460 --> 01:05:50.820 

Village of Parish: I do. 

 

506 

01:05:51.840 --> 01:05:52.170 

Village of Parish: My. 

 

507 

01:06:00.930 --> 01:06:03.570 

Village of Parish: first year ever sit down every tree. 

 

508 



01:06:05.790 --> 01:06:05.940 

With. 

 

509 

01:06:16.590 --> 01:06:17.190 

Village of Parish: All your trailer. 

 

510 

01:06:42.690 --> 01:06:43.290 

Village of Parish: know I got. 

 

511 

01:06:45.870 --> 01:06:49.200 

Village of Parish: A nice job you made them yes yeah yes, I. 

 

512 

01:06:50.940 --> 01:06:52.260 

Village of Parish: Have a nice Christmas guys. 

 

513 

01:06:55.290 --> 01:06:55.950 

Village of Parish: apologize. 

 

514 

01:06:57.540 --> 01:06:58.470 

Village of Parish: him off this morning. 

 

515 

01:07:00.960 --> 01:07:07.320 

Village of Parish: Well, I did want to apologize, because you talk to 

katie and katie talking immediately to me and. 

 

516 

01:07:09.210 --> 01:07:11.430 

Village of Parish: To have the viewers. 

 

517 

01:07:25.710 --> 01:07:26.430 

Village of Parish: never, never. 

 

518 

01:07:28.110 --> 01:07:28.410 

Village of Parish: Find. 

 


